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-Which word is synonym of  "amount to"?

Survey  Act out Add up Seek

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-Which word is translation of "affect"?

 aggressive   influence incur accuracy

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-Which word is synonym of  "excursionist"?

Board  Leisure Stadia Tourist

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which word is the opposite of  "temper"?

 Enhance     Decrease Profit Fund

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The rate of volunteering for sport and recrea�on was 21% of all ………… in Australia.

 sport organizers   volunteers

sport industries Australians

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 Barbara……………..James very well.

 was knew       know is knew knew

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Sterategy is…………………

 comprehensive plan for accomplishing goals   

managing principle

planning and finding opportunities

not above given

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.

-Which one describe the strategy management?

 A way of investing

 A way of communication

A way of manufacturing

A way of approaching business opportunities

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

-He ……… his medicine every day.

take   it takes use

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-"Ali has written the mail"

 Ali has been written the mail Ali written the mail

The email has written by Ali The mail has been written by Ali

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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-Plural of "fish" is ……

fesh    fishes fish fishs

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-Singular of "wives" is …….

Wive     wife wolf view

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-We ………. Not happy after the sad ending.

were    was did do

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-I ……….... to the mall after school.

goes  went gone go

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-Which word is synonym of "transmits"?

Trans  Term Tradition Transfer

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

     -Read these passage and then answer the questions.

In general, a well-conceived strategy addresses three areas: distinctive competence is

something the organization does well.The limited, a large clothing chain.Stresses its

distinctive competence of speed in moving inventory. it tracks consumer preferences daily

with point of sale computers, electronically transmits orders to suppliers in Hong Kong,

charters 747s to fly products to the united states, and has products in stores forty-eight

hours later. Since other retailers take weeks or sometimes months to accomplish the  same

thing, the limited relies on this distinctive competence to stay ahead of its competition.

-In line 4 "It" refer to which word in the passage...

Strategy   Limited Organization Accomplish

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-which word is opposite of "limited" ?

huge  Flick premium preference

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-Which one is an example of distinctive competence?

The limited    Disney Hershey foods Mars

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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-…………… travel takes participants outside their home communities , to another town , state. or

country.

Time dimension     Science

Spatial dimension Behavior

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

-………………. is a motivation that can be placed on a continum from low to highly competitive.

 Spatial    Competition Consistent Definition

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

- In which person travels to take part in a sport?

 Behavior passive         Develop

Broad Behavior active

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

- The sport excursionist is a person ……………. who is away from home.

for more than 24 hours still temporarily

for a )me 4 hours for less than 24 hours

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

-Sport psychology applies to a ………………… population base.

 broad        term

transfer of training affect

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

-……………… refers to the effect that practice on one task has on the learning or performance of

another task.

Former   Term

Transfer of training Demonstrate

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

-………………… is the most fundamental aspect of learning to move.

Premium       Alter Stability Flexibility

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which word is the opposite of "pursue"?

 Continue        Stop Injured Brain

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which word is synonym of "activity"?

 Leads        Spatial Sports Travel

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 In this text , the author implies that …………..  

the limited is a successful supplier there are many consumer preference

 point- of-sale computers are useful charter 747s fly products to the USA

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

               -Read the following passages and then answer the questions following them.

The ability to sense a shift in the relationship of the body parts that alters one a balance is

required for efficient stability . The ability to compensate rapidly and accurately for these chandes

with appropriate movements is also essential. These compensatory movements should ensure

maintenance of  balance , but they should not be overdone. They should be made with only those

parts of body required for balance rather than with the entire body. Children stability ability

should be flexible so that they may make all types of movements under all sorts of conditions and

still .

Which parts of the body should be involved in compensatory movements?

 all parts under all sorts of conditions the entire body

those parts required for balance controlling parts of the body

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The main idea of paragraph is ……………..

how to compensate the change in relationship parts of body  

compensatory  movements should not be overdone

the ways children can maintain their stability ability

how to maintain relationship to the force of gravity

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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